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Abstract: This paper considers the problems of improving the safety and efficiency of air traf-

fic flows. Particular attention is paid to promising methods for detecting and resolving aircraft 

conflicts. These methods are classified. We study the problem of minimizing the number of 

potential conflicts with a promising air traffic control technology, the strategic deconfliction of 

4D trajectories. We present a mathematical model to consider uncertainty in the strategic decon-

fliction of 4D trajectories, a corresponding formal statement as a mixed integer programming 

problem, and some approaches to solve this problem. Estimating the objective function requires 

calculating the number of potential conflicts between aircraft. Under uncertainty, this estimation 

involves a large amount of computations. We discuss an alternative approach to airspace capaci-

ty estimation based on air traffic complexity depending on the traffic structure and geometry of 

the airspace.  
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INTRODUCTION  

The expected growth of air traffic flows requires 

improving the air traffic management (ATM) system. 

The NextGen [1] and SESAR [2] projects are being 

implemented in the United States and Europe, respec-

tively, to develop and adopt new ATM concepts. The 

strategic planning of 4D trajectories (three spatial co-

ordinates and time) and keeping the assigned 4D tra-

jectories with high accuracy by automated flight con-

trol systems will underlie the new ATM organization. 

This approach is expected to increase airspace capaci-

ty and the degree of automation of air traffic control-

lers with a high level of flight safety. 

The main function of ATM systems is the separa-

tion of aircraft to ensure safe air traffic and detect and 

resolve aircraft conflicts. The following prescribed 

distances between aircraft must be observed outside 

airports: 
vN  (vertical separation) and 

hN  (horizontal 

separation). The airspace bounded by a cylinder 

around an aircraft (Fig. 1) should not contain other 

aircraft; otherwise, the aircraft are considered to be in 

potential conflict because the required minimum sepa-

ration distance between them is violated. 

 

 

 
Fig. 1. A bounded space around the aircraft without other aircraft. 
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The concept of trajectory specification [3] was 

proposed during the development of ATM automation 

projects. Here, the basic idea is to limit the aircraft 

position at any flight time to a required volume of air-

space. This space is defined by admissible deviations 

from a given reference 4D trajectory. Such deviations 

are dynamic and depend on the aircraft’s flight charac-

teristics and the flight situation. While all aircraft are 

within the admissible deviations from their reference 

trajectories, they have safe separation even in the case 

of failures in the ATM or data transmission systems on 

a calculated conflict-free horizon. This horizon is 

about 10–15 minutes. 

The concept of trajectory specification should 

combine a ground component of the ATM system and 

an onboard flight control component. The onboard 

component forecasts a conflict-free trajectory consid-

ering aircraft flight parameters and the trajectories of 

surrounding aircraft. The forecasted trajectory is 

transmitted to the ground component and checked for 

potential conflicts with the currently assigned trajecto-

ries of other flights; if necessary, the forecasted trajec-

tory is changed to resolve conflicts and is then trans-

mitted back to the onboard component as its assigned 

trajectory [4]. 

In strategic planning, potential aircraft conflicts 

must be resolved in advance to avoid real-time tactical 

control due to an unexpected deviation from the as-

signed trajectory on the route.  

This survey classifies conflict detection and resolu-

tion methods used in the existing ATM automation 

systems. We consider different approaches to mini-

mizing the number of potential aircraft conflicts, in-

cluding those with aircraft position uncertainty. For 

large-scale strategic trajectory planning in the Europe-

an airspace, it is proposed to decrease air traffic com-

plexity to reduce the computational complexity instead 

of calculating the numbers of aircraft and their poten-

tial conflicts. The capacity of large airports is a bottle-

neck of ATM systems. In this regard, a topical prob-

lem is to optimize the aircraft landing sequence: it will 

increase the efficiency of using the available infra-

structure. Part II of the survey will cover a novel ap-

proach to these problems based on deep reinforcement 

learning. 

1. CONFLICT DETECTION AND RESOLUTION METHODS 

In manned aviation, a safe separation between air-

craft is guaranteed by air traffic controllers. The Traf-

fic alert and Collision Avoidance System (TCAS) is 

used onboard to prevent dangerous situations, and the 

Ground Proximity Warning System (GPWS) is used to 

warn pilots of the potential collision with the ground 

or another obstacle. 

Many research works were devoted to automating 

safe separation between aircraft and the corresponding 

methods. A central problem in these methods is the 

need to forecast aircraft trajectories. When predicting 

potential aircraft conflicts, it is necessary to consider 

random factors. Therefore, random processes-based 

methods were proposed for detecting potential con-

flicts of aircraft pairs; for details, see [5, 6]. For more 

complex air traffic scenarios, an interacting particle 

system algorithm was presented in [7]. The paper [8] 

considered aircraft conflict detection as a binary clas-

sification problem for the conflicts of several aircraft 

in free flight with arbitrarily chosen trajectories and 

speeds. The authors proposed a method for predicting 

conflicts in the short and medium term using pattern 

recognition. 

The paper [9] compared over 100 conflict detec-

tion and resolution methods for manned and un-

manned aircraft. The following conflict detection cat-

egories were introduced (Table 1).  

 
Table 1 

Categories of conflict detection methods 

Surveillance Centralized dependent 

Distributed dependent 

Independent 

Trajectory  

propagation 

State-Based 

Intent-Based 

Predictability  

assumptions  

 

Nominal  

Worst-Case 

Probabilistic 

 

Aircraft surveillance can be centralized (through 

ATM systems from the ground) or distributed. In dis-

tributed dependent surveillance, the aircraft exchange 

their parameters (position, altitude, and identification 

data) via the Automatic Dependent Surveillance 

Broadcast (ADS-B) data channel without any inter-

vention from the ground systems. Unmanned aerial 

vehicles use independent surveillance for static and 

dynamic obstacle detection (airborne systems and sen-

sors not interacting with each other).  

The future trajectories of an aircraft can be fore-

casted using their current state (state-based) or their 

nominal trajectories (intent-based). State-based trajec-

tory propagation assumes a straight-line projection of 

the current aircraft position and velocity vector. How-
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ever, if the future trajectory changes of all the aircraft 

involved are ignored, false alarms may occur and pos-

sible conflicts may be overlooked. 

Future aircraft positions can be estimated using the 

nominal, worst-case, or probabilistic assumptions. The 

nominal estimate neglects uncertainties (i.e., the be-

havior of other aircraft or wind) and is generated for a 

short period. The worst-case estimate considers all 

possible trajectory changes due to uncertainties. How-

ever, this estimate is impractical in a real environment: 

it causes a lot of computations and many false alarms 

and, moreover, reduces the space for maneuvering. 

The probabilistic estimate is often employed instead. 

In this case, the probability of each possible trajectory 

change is considered based on the current position and 

the maximum turn and climb rates.  

The conflict resolution categories are combined in 

Table 2.  

Separation management (control) may be central-

ized or distributed. A centralized system provides a 

global solution to complex multi-actor problems. In 

manned aviation, ATM ensures centralized traffic 

safety. In a distributed system, separation is provided 

by individual aircraft. In a distributed conflict avoid-

ance system, each aircraft considers neighboring air-

craft only. Hence, this system is expected to have low-

er computational complexity. The growing number of 

unmanned aircraft is contributing to the development 

of distributed approaches as well. The main disad-

vantage of a distributed system is no global coordina-

tion for the surrounding traffic, which may negatively 

affect safety. As expected, introducing the ADS-B 

technology will guarantee safe aircraft separation in 

the air by a distributed conflict resolution system. 

Centralized methods have two main categories: ex-

act and heuristic (metaheuristic). The exact solution is 

often found using mixed integer linear programming. 

The first exact approach to global optimization was 

presented in 2002; see [10]. Two mixed integer linear 

programming models were proposed therein, the first 

one based on speed control and the second on heading 

control. The paper [11] introduced a two-stage ap-

proach in which the maximum number of conflicts is 

first resolved by speed control, and the remaining con-

flicts are resolved by direction control. The publica-

tion [12] reviewed the literature on exact approaches 

to conflict resolution. As emphasized by the authors, 

“… Mathematical Programming has a lot to say in the 

development of decision support tools for ATM, and, 

in particular, for aircraft deconfliction. However, after 

several decades of effort, current approaches still suf-

fer from important limitations when it comes to their 

real application. ... Future approaches, other than 

meeting computational requirements due to the online 

nature of the problem, would need to consider a larger 

set of features than those of the models discussed here. 

These include, among others, the ability to handle un-

certainty, accurate modeling of objectives such as en-

ergy consumption, robustness of the solution against 

failure, and integration with weather conditions.” 

An exact algorithm needs a high computing time, 

which makes it inapplicable in real life. Heuristic (me-

taheuristic) algorithms, although not guaranteeing op-

timality, are often employed to reduce execution 

times. Commonly used heuristic (metaheuristic) ap-

proaches include Variable Neighborhood Search 

(VNS) [13], Ant Colony Optimization [14], and Evo-

lutionary Algorithms [15]. 

Distributed approaches have three main categories: 

prescribed, reactive, and explicitly negotiated. In the 

prescribed category, movement is coordinated in ac-

cordance with a pre-defined set of rules. In reactive 

methods, the maneuvering strategy is determined by 

the geometry of the conflict. Resolution methods in 

the explicitly negotiated category resolve conflicts 

based on explicit communication between aircraft 

[16]. However, in any negotiation, there is the risk of a 

deadlock, where aircraft communicate indefinitely 

without  reaching an agreement. The number of intera- 

ctions must be limited so that the aircraft cannot nego-

tiate too long or wait indefinitely for data from another 

aircraft. 
 

Table 2 

Conflict resolution categories 

Control Method categories Multi-Actor conflict resolution 

Centralized 
Exact 

Heuristic 

Sequential 

Concurrent 

Distributed 

Prescribed 

Reactive 

Explicitly negotiated 

Pairwise sequential 

Pairwise summed 

Joint solution 
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Table 3 presents the main features of conflict reso-

lution maneuvers between the AFs. 

 
Table 3 

Conflict resolution maneuvering categories  

Avoidance planning 

Strategic 

Tactical 

Escape 

Avoidance maneuver 

Heading 

Speed  

Vertical 

Flight plan 

Obstacle 

Static 

Dynamic 

All 

Optimization 

Flight path 

Flight time 

Fuel/energy consumption 

 

Depending on the time for which the avoidance 

maneuver is planned, forecasting can be:  

– strategic (a long-range action that significantly 

changes the flight trajectory); 

– tactical (a mid-range action that changes a small 

part of the flight trajectory);  

– escape (a short-term maneuver that takes the 

aircraft to a safe location without additional considera-

tion of the flight path).  

Maneuvers to keep the necessary separation be-

tween aircraft can be based on changing the current 

heading, speed, altitude, or flight plan. The number of 

maneuvers performed and the deviation from the orig-

inal trajectory should be minimal; the solution must be 

found within the available time before losing the min-

imum aircraft separation.  

As stated in [9], most models currently include tac-

tical planning, distributed control, and nominal trajec-

tory propagation based on the current state of all air-

craft involved. How do the existing methods work in 

particular traffic scenarios? The answer to this ques-

tion is needed to determine further ways to improve 

the methods. 

2. MINIMIZING THE NUMBER OF POTENTIAL CONFLICTS 

2.1. An aircraft position uncertainty model 

Consider discretized 4D trajectories, i.e., sequenc-

es of 4D coordinates describing the aircraft trajectory: 

 ,     ,   ,  x y z t , where x , y , and z  are latitude, longi-

tude, and altitude, and t  denotes time. 

The aircraft trajectory can be affected by many 

random factors (e.g., wind) as well as tracking, navi-

gation, and control errors.  

For strategic trajectory planning, the authors [17] 

modeled the aircraft position with the uncertainty in 

the horizontal plane along the trajectory. In addition to 

the horizontal uncertainty, the same authors [18] con-

sidered the uncertainties of flight altitude and the arri-

val time at a given point. 

The mathematical model of the aircraft position 

uncertainty has the following form (Fig. 2). 

 

 

 
Fig. 2. A bounded space around the aircraft with uncertainty. 

 
Due to the uncertainty, at a time t, the aircraft can 

be in a circle of a given radius Rh with the center (x, y) 

in the horizontal plane: 

      
2 2

2, : .r r r r

hx y x x y y R     

Therefore, the radius of safe minimum separation 

of the aircraft in the horizontal plane increases by the 

radius of uncertainty: 

.r

h h hN N R   

Similarly, the uncertainty of the aircraft position in 

the vertical plane is determined by the radius of uncer-

tainty Rv: 

r

vz z R  . 

Thus, the safe minimum separation distance in the 

vertical plane considering the uncertainty is  

r

v v vN N R  . 
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The arrival time uncertainty is determined by tE, 

the maximum time error.  

The real arrival time 
rt  considering the uncertain-

ty belongs to the following interval: 

 ,  .r

E Et t t t t    

Given the uncertainty, a potential conflict between 

trajectories α and β may arise if the three conditions 

    
2 2

,r

P Q P Q hx x y y N     

 ,r

P Q vz z N   

 ,2P Q Et t t   

hold at points P =  , , ,P P P Px y z t  and Q = 

 , , ,Q Q Q Qx y z t  on these trajectories. 

Figure 3 shows the intersection of trajectories in 

the horizontal plane.  

Figure 4 presents possible trajectory intersection 

scenario  for aircraft  α and  β in time.  The upper time 

axis corresponds to the arrival time of aircraft α at 

point P. Below are four possible positions of aircraft β 

on the time axis of its arrival at point Q. In cases a) 

and b), a potential conflict is possible, unlike cases c) 

and d). 

 The set of uncertainties implicitly describes all 

possible aircraft interaction scenarios (the worst-case 

approach).

 

 

 
Fig. 3. The intersection of trajectories in the horizontal plane. 

 

The problem of minimizing the number of poten-

tial conflicts in strategic trajectory planning consists in 

the following. Consider a set of all 4D flight trajecto-

ries for a given day on the national or continental 

scale. For each flight, known data include: 

₋ the set of possible routes in the horizontal 

plane, 

₋ the set of possible altitudes, 

₋ the set of possible departure times, 

₋ the parameters of the uncertainty of the air-

craft position and arrival time. 

Potential conflicts between aircraft can be resolved 

in different ways: by changing departure times, 

speeds, flight altitudes or horizontal trajectories of the 

aircraft involved in the conflict, or by combining these 

methods. 

         
    

 

 
Fig. 4. Possible trajectory intersection scenarios in time.
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The goal is to find an alternative set of 4D trajecto-

ries with the minimum number of potential conflicts. 

The problem of minimizing the number of poten-

tial conflicts was formalized as mixed integer linear 

and nonlinear programming problems. However, due 

to a large number of conflicts, variables, and con-

straints, high memory and computation time require-

ments prevent from obtaining optimal solutions. As a 

result, different approaches and heuristic methods 

were proposed for approximate solution of the prob-

lem. 

 

2.2. Minimizing the number of potential airspace conflicts 

by changing departure times 

When organizing air traffic, the capacity con-

straints of airspace sectors along the route (the maxi-

mum number of aircraft entering the sector in a given 

period) must be satisfied. 

One of the easiest ways to reduce the load on the 

ATM system is to shift flights if the capacity con-

straints of the airspace sectors on the route are exceed-

ed. However, flight shifts may cause problems for air-

lines, so they should be minimized. 

The paper [19] proposed a departure time correc-

tion approach based on modeling possible conflicts 

between any two aircraft and resolving all conflicts 

instead of satisfying the sector capacity constraints. 

However, the necessary separation between the air-

craft will remain only if the aircraft can accurately 

follow the planned 4D trajectories. When the uncer-

tainty of departure and navigation times is introduced, 

the number of required shifts increases rapidly, so oth-

er methods of minimizing the number of potential con-

flicts are also needed. 

 

2.3. Minimizing the number of potential conflicts by 

speed regulation 

The authors [20] studied the possibility of mini-

mizing the number of potential conflicts based on 

speed regulation in a small range (from –6% to +3% 

of the initial speed) along the initial aircraft trajecto-

ries. Two mixed integer optimization models for re-

solving potential aircraft conflicts based on speed reg-

ulation were proposed, and the solution yielded by the 

general COUENNE solver was discussed in [21]. 

However, for large dimensions of the problem, high 

memory and time requirements prevent from obtaining 

optimal solutions. The authors presented a heuristic 

procedure to calculate a solution of satisfactory quality 

by decomposing the problem into subproblems with a 

small number of aircraft for which an optimal solution 

can be computed. The concept of a cluster was intro-

duced in [22]. It involves the assumption that in real 

situations, only small aircraft groups with close trajec-

tories potentially come into conflict among all the tra-

jectories of numerous aircraft. Then such local solu-

tions are combined. 

 

2.4. Minimizing the number of potential airspace conflicts 

by changing the planned trajectory in the           

horizontal plane 

The paper [23] proposed a method for changing the 

originally planned trajectories in the horizontal plane 

to minimize the number of potential conflicts. The 

trajectory of aircraft   1, ,i N   is changed by adding 

M waypoints uniformly arranged along it (Fig. 5):
  

 , 1,…, .j

iw w j M   

At these points, the aircraft is supposed to deviate 

laterally from the original trajectory. 

 
       

 

 
Fig. 5. Additional waypoints. 

 

To avoid sharp turns, the virtual waypoints should 

not be placed very close to each other. 

The lateral deviation is limited so that the route 

length will not exceed given thresholds. For example, 

in the case of M = 2 virtual waypoints and K = 7 ad-

missible deviations, we obtain 72 = 49 possible routes 

(Fig. 6). 

 
 

 

 

Fig. 6. Possible routes. 
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The maximum admissible lateral deviation is lim-

ited so that the increase in the length of the original 

trajectory will not exceed a user threshold within the 

range  , ,j

i y i iw a a  , where ,

j

i yw  denotes the coordi-

nate y of the jth virtual waypoint. 

 

2.5. Stating the mixed integer programming problem 

The number of potential conflicts among N discre-

tized 4D trajectories of aircraft can be minimized by 

solving a mixed integer programming problem [18]. 

The solution variables are represented as 

 δ,ω,  u l  

with the following notations:  1 2δ δ ,δ , ,δ ,N 
 

where δi  is the departure time shift, chosen from a 

uniformly discretized interval [ ,min ,maxδ ,δi i ];

,0 δi i it t   is the departure time of aircraft i, where 

,0it  is the planned departure time;  1 2ω ω ,ω , ,ω ,N   

where
 i  is the coordinates of additional waypoints; 

 1 2, , , ,Nl l l l 
 
where

 il  is the altitude shift of air-

craft i; 1,i N .  

Let  Φi u  be the number of potential conflicts 

encountered by aircraft i. The problem is to minimize 

the total number of potential conflicts, i.e., the objec-

tive function 

 
1

Ф .
N

i

i

u


  

Due to the noncontinuous solution space, the solu-

tion time grows exponentially with increasing the 

problem dimension N. In addition, the solution varia-

bles are not independent because of interactions be-

tween flights.  

This combinatorial optimization problem is NP-

hard. 

To estimate the objective function, it is necessary 

to detect potential aircraft conflicts. Detecting con-

flicts between trajectories with tolerances requires sig-

nificantly more computation than without them. For 

nonzero tolerances, at any given time, each point in 

the bounded airspace for one flight must be at a suffi-

cient distance from each point in the bounded airspace 

for another flight. Conflict detection algorithms must 

operate almost in real time. 

An effective conflict detection algorithm should 

avoid unnecessary calculations when the separation 

between the aircraft is much greater than the minimum 

value (either vertically, horizontally, or temporally). 

A conflict detection scheme based on airspace dis-

cretization using a 4D spatiotemporal grid was pro-

posed in [23]. This grid is a series of 3D grids with 

time discretization (Fig. 7).  

The size of the grid cells is determined by the sepa-

ration norms of the aircraft in the corresponding 

measurements. The aircraft position is associated with 

the corresponding cell in the 4D grid. Each cell in this 

grid has 33 = 27 neighbor cells, including the cell it-

self. Potential conflicts can be detected by checking 27 

neighbor cells for each non-empty cell of the grid. 

A potential conflict is detected if either one cell is 

occupied by different aircraft or neighbor cells are oc-

cupied by different aircraft. 

The authors [24] implemented a conflict detection 

algorithm on a graphics processing unit (GPU). As 

declared, the algorithm reduces the computation time 

by two orders of magnitude compared to the CPU-

based implementation. 

 

2.6. Estimating air traffic complexity 

An alternative approach to estimating airspace ca-

pacity can be related not to the number of aircraft and 

their conflicts but air traffic complexity. It depends on 

the traffic structure and the geometry of the airspace 

[25]. 

 
 

Fig. 7. Airspace discretization.
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The complexity index based on a linear dynamic 

system is adapted to estimate traffic congestion over a 

complete horizon. Traffic complexity in the current 

flight situation can be measured using the vectors of 

aircraft position and speed instead of simply calculat-

ing the number of aircraft. 

Assume that at a given time, there are several air-

craft in a given area. For each aircraft, we consider 

two observation vectors: the position measurement 

 
T

   i i i iX x y z  and the speed measurement 

T

    . 
i i ii x y zV v v v     

To calculate the local complexity in the current 

flight situation, we represent it as a linear dynamic 

system. The motion equation has the form 

i iX AX B   

with the following notations: iX  is the estimated ve-

locity vector associated with each point in the state 

space; iX  is the position vector; the coefficient matrix 

A is a linear mapping from 
iX  into iX ; finally, the 

vector B  describes the static behavior of the system. 

To determine the exact dynamic system best 

matching the observations in the state space, it is nec-

essary to find a matrix A and a vector B  that minimize 

the error between the velocity observations and the 

estimated velocity vectors. 

The detailed calculation of the matrix A and vector
B  was described in [26]. 

Based on the matrix A and its eigenvalues, the lo-

cal complexity metric is defined as follows: 

 The metric is the sum of the absolute values of 

the negative real parts of the eigenvalues. 

 If none of the eigenvalues has a negative real 

part, the metric will be zero. 

This metric characterizes the intensity of the con-

vergence trend in the current flight situation at a given 

time. 

If the metric is zero, then the complexity is zero; 

hence, diverging aircraft will not lead to air traffic 

conflicts. A non-zero value of this metric indicates of 

a risk of potential conflicts: a higher value means a 

greater level of risk. 

Consider the local complexity metric ,ψ i k  for the 

ith aircraft on the kth trajectory sample. To obtain it, 

the process begins with determining the air traffic sit-

uation around the ith aircraft by considering the 

neighbor aircraft in the horizontal and vertical planes. 

The speeds and positions of neighbor aircraft are con-

sidered to calculate the local complexity metric. 

We denote by 
    1 2 ( )

, , , ,Λ λ ,λ , ,λ eN

i k i k i k i k 
 

the set of eigenvalues of the matrix A for the ith air-

craft on the kth trajectory sample. Then 

     , , ,ψ | Re{λ |, :Re λ 0 .
n n

i k i k i k

n

n


    

The local complexity along the trajectory of the ith 

aircraft is given by 

,

1

ψ ψ ,
iN

i i k

k

  

where 
iN  denotes the number of trajectory samples 

for the ith aircraft. 

The total complexity for all aircraft in the airspace 

is calculated as follows: 

,

1 1 1

ψ ψ ψ .
iNN N

i i k

i i k  

    

 

2.7. A hybrid metaheuristic approach to the problem 

The paper [18] proposed a simulated annealing al-

gorithm to minimize the number of potential aircraft 

conflicts. However, it requires very many estimates of 

the objective function and, consequently, a huge 

amount of computations. A local heuristic search 

method was integrated into the simulated annealing 

method to accelerate convergence. 

The hybrid metaheuristic approach is based on the 

classical simulated annealing algorithm and two dif-

ferent local search modules. Local search activates 

search around a potential candidate solution; simulated 

annealing allows exploring the solution space with 

avoiding local minima by allowing random solutions 

that worsen the objective function value. The proposed 

hybrid algorithm combines the simulated annealing 

and local search algorithms: local search is treated as 

an inner loop of the simulated annealing procedure 

executed under certain conditions. 

The simulated annealing algorithm consists in the 

following. First, the objective function ФC  is estimat-

ed for the current solution. Then a new solution is 

generated for a randomly selected flight number to be 

modified. If this solution improves the objective func-

tion value, it is accepted. Otherwise, it is accepted 

with the probability 
Ф/Te

, where Ф Ф ФN C    is 

the difference of the objective function values for the 

new N and current C states. When the maximum num-

ber Tn
 
of iterations is reached at a given temperature 

T, the temperature is reduced according to a user 

schedule, and the process is repeated up to a prede-

fined final temperature 
finalT . 

Local search modules are heuristic methods; a new 

solution is accepted only when decreasing the objec-

tive function value. The process is repeated until no 
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further improvements are found or the maximum 

number 
LOCTn  of iterations is reached.  

Two local search modules correspond to two strat-

egies: 

 search intensification along one particular tra-

jectory, 

 search intensification along all trajectories in-

teracting with the selected one. 

To generate a new solution, it is determined 

whether to change the location of the waypoints or the 

departure time. In general, solution search with chang-

ing the departure time is preferable: it will not increase 

fuel consumption. However, according to empirical 

tests, restricting the search procedure to changing the 

departure time only requires an unreasonable compu-

tational time. Therefore, a user-defined parameter wP  

is introduced to control the probability of changing the 

waypoint location, and the probability of changing the 

departure time is set equal to 1 wP .  

The key factor in tuning this hybrid algorithm is 

compromising between the exploration and exploita-

tion of the solution space, i.e., reaching a good trade-

off between the fine convergence to local minima and 

the computational time spent exploring the entire 

search space.  

 

2.8. Simulation results 

The proposed algorithm was tested on air traffic 

data of the European airspace [18]. Two local search 

strategies were investigated and compared. According 

to numerical results, the sequential use of both strate-

gies, first for one particular trajectory and then for all 

trajectories interacting with it, requires 40% less com-

putation time than using each strategy separately. 

The effect of the number of virtual waypoints on 

the resolution time was also investigated. Despite in-

creasing the richness of the solution space, using more 

virtual waypoints increases the number of variants in 

the search space. As a result, computation time grows 

and the trajectories include undesirable zigzags. 

In addition, numerical results demonstrated that 

shifting the departure time only is insufficient to ob-

tain solutions without potential conflicts. Similarly, 

changing the trajectory shape only is insufficient as 

well, requiring an unreasonable computational time. 

When departure time shifts and trajectory shifts are 

both allowed, the richness of the solution space in-

creases and an optimal solution (without interaction) 

can be obtained in much less computational time. 

The effect of optimization constraints (the maxi-

mum shift in departure time and the maximum in-

crease in route length) was also studied. Quite expect-

edly, relaxing such constraints allows solving the 

problem in less computation time.  

CONCLUSIONS 

For several decades, extensive research was con-

ducted on decision support automation in ATM sys-

tems. Mathematical models developed for this prob-

lem either minimize the number of potential conflicts 

between 4D aircraft trajectories or redistribute aircraft 

flows to reduce airspace congestion. The number of 

potential aircraft conflicts is often decreased using one 

or several methods as follows: shifting flight departure 

times, regulating airspeeds, changing flight trajecto-

ries, and changing flight altitude. 

As shown, minimizing the number of potential air-

craft conflicts is an NP-hard problem. Consequently, 

various metaheuristic algorithms emerged to solve it. 

A hybrid metaheuristic approach based on the simulat-

ed annealing algorithm, improved by local search 

methods, was developed for the strategic planning of 

air traffic flows considering the uncertainty of aircraft 

positions. 

The complexity and scale of minimizing the num-

ber of potential conflicts in airspace require new ap-

proaches to this problem. Some publications in recent 

years have been devoted to deep reinforcement learn-

ing methods for improving the safety and efficiency of 

air traffic. These publications will be discussed in part 

II of this survey. 
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